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Q: Dr. Bunce, could we start by getting some biographical information?

Could you tell me where you were born and grew up and something about

your family and early education?

WKB: I was born in Gallipolis, Ohio, down the Ohio River, and at age 10 moved

to Westerville, Ohio, where I went through the Westerville High School

and then Otterbein College and went on to graduate work in Ohio State

University where I was an assistant in the History Department and even

tually got my Ph.D. in the Department of History.

Q; Was this primarily American history or European history? Did you have

any concern for say Asian cultures at this point?

WKB: Inittally it was American history, with some ventures into European

history. I became interested in Oriental history probably primarily

when 1. met my present wife, who was a freshman at Otterbein when I was

a senior and who was a daughter of missionaries to Japan. Her father,

whom I got to know fairly well and before my wife and I were married,

thought that in order properly to appreciate my wife I should know some

thing about the Far East. So I began looking around and actually took a
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Q: Now what would a minor consist of in those years? When was this,

approximately?

WKB: This was--I was at Ohio State from 1932 off and on to 1936 serving as an

assistant in the Department but alternately teaching in the Westerville

High School. The history as taught in the Far Eastern Department was

largely what was then called Oriental relations and it dealt to a very

large extent with diplomatic relations between the Far East and other

countries. of the world, particularly the United States. And it was taught

largely in summer courses by visiting professors because there was really

no specialist at that time on the Ohio State staff, whose best-known

profess'orB were in the field of American history.

Then while I was at the point of taking my final oral examination

fOr the doctoral degree, I received through the mediation of my father

in~law' an offer from the Ministry of Education in Japan to come out and

teach in a Japanese higher school,kotogakko. At that time I had the

choice of two schools, either Okayama or Matsuyama, and after consulting

wtth informed persons, we decided to take Matsuyama, which is on the

island of Shikoku. The Japanese higher school at that time bore a re

lationship more to German and French education systems than to the American.

A student went to six years of elementary school, to five years of middle

school, during which he acquired some knowledge of English, and then to

three years of the so-called higheri school or kotogakko which takes him

through the thirteenth year of education and from which he went on to

a. univers,ity. And the kotogakko were the feeder schools to the system of

Imperial universities.
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there from 1936 to 1939 and was able to sandwich in a couple

of trips to China, one of them in the spring of 1937 just prior to the

outbreak of the Marco Polo Bridge incident and when North China was

already' largely under Japanese control as the result of agreements, the

Umetsu-Ho agreement following the Japanese invasion of Manchuria. And

later on, after this so-called China Incident had been going on for about

two years, I visited Shanghai briefly in 1939 under a Japanese military

visa.

I served three years in Japan at the Matsuyama Kotogakmand this

period of teaching, which was in English, perhaps gave me my best pre-

occupation knowledge of the way in which Japanese emperor worship was

inculcated into students in the Japanese education system and thedegree

of reverence extended to the Emperor and to all things pertaining to

the Emperor, most notably the Imperial Rescript on Education and the

Emperor~S portrait formed a reasonably good background for my approach

to these problems when I served in the occupation.

~; I~ve read a great deal about the veneration of the Emperor's portrait

and the reading of the Imperial Rescript. Do you have some vivid

memQr;tes or impressions of these kinds of activities at your kotogakko?

WK:B: The treatment of the Emperor's portrait was almost beyond understanding,

I think, to an American. There was a concrete and steel vault outside
where

of the butldin~/ the Emperor's portrait was normally kept, and every

student, as he came within the vicinity of this building, would doff his

cap and bow. And the Imperial Rescript on Education was kept, as I

recall, also in the same building. And on all national holidays which

occurred while schools were in session, the Emperor's portrait would be
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curtain which would be

opened a command which all the students, everybody in the

school, to their feet,facing the portrait but with head bowed, never

looking at the portrait. And after this went on for a brief period, the

curtain was closed again and a signal was given and everyone raised his

head and proceeded to business. A treatment almost as full of sacro-

sanctitY' as this was accorded the Emperor Meiji's Rescript on Education,

which was read at such times. And this was all do·ne very formally and

the Imperial Rescript on Education was to civilians, studenrnparticularly

and teachers, pretty much what the MeiijiLIfuperic!l Rescript to Soldiers

and Sailors was to military personnel. You recall in the Imperial

Re$cript to Soldiers and Sailors there's this little phrase, "A man's

li:ee is lighter than a feather but his duty is weightier than a mountain."

The students. were a very interesting group and lived a disciplined

l:tte. There was. established in each school a thought control officer
quite

who had some relationship--T'm no!./sure precisely what it was--to the

Thought Police of the Home Ministry. There was also a gendarme, Kempeitai,

On the campus, who alwaY'S knew when my wife and I expected to leave the

town to. go to Kyoto on vacation or elsewhere. And this Kempeitai would

always come to the house just before our departure to take the train

:erom Matsuyama up to Takamatsu where we crossed over to the main island
and

and then on/connected with another train at Tokuyama and went on to Kyoto

or wherever we were going. He would come, we would have coffee with him--

the train was about eight-thirty in the morning--and say polite things

and he. would ask where we were going. He already knew because the train
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o;e;f;ictals had told him we had purchased a ticket. Then he would carry

our baggage down and put it on a taxi, which would take us off to the

station. But the lives of the students and of the faculty, to a lesser

extent, were very closely circumscribed. And yet there was a great

s,pirit of freedom among these students. The kotogakko represented the

three.....yea,r period of greatest freedom perhaps in the life of any Japanese.

The middle school student was very closely circumscribed. He

couldn-t attend the motion picture show without the permission of the

guidance counselor in the school. But the kotogakko students were pretty

much on their own. And there was a hot spring, Dono Hot Springs, fairly

close, to Matsuyama, about a quarter of a mile away. The students would

pa,Ss our kansha, our little separate house which was furnished us by the

school, on their way to and trom the Dono Hot Spring. And they would

sing and shout, particularly when they came back about 2:30 in the morning

from that school, well loaded with saki and good spirit, singing one of

their favorite songs, which was "Dekansho,1,I made up of Descartes, Kant

and Shopenhauer. "Uekansho" was a sltghtly ribald song which freely

expressed the spirtt they had.

Students at the school were required to join one athletic club or
the

another ~ and students comlng in t:?-/ s.chool on the opening day of school,

new students WQuld be met by repres.entatives of the various teams who

would recrutt them into track, tennis, basketball, volley ball, soccer,

rugby,kyudo,kendo, judo, the martial arts. And thereafter for the life

of. their s,chool, these students participated in these particular athletic

acttvities. I recall once a student coming to me from the tennis team.

He said he was worn out. He had to practice tennis all afternoon until
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They used a sort of sponge

ball and it was a slower game but it could be rather fast around the

net, I said, "Well, why don't you knock off and do something else?"

The student said, "What! My captain say we must win the victory. II

Much of the period of Matsuyama coincided with the Japanese war in

China, that is the 1937 war, and as time went on, the influence of that

w~r began to impinge more and more on the consciousness of students and

discipline among the students,as throughout the nation,was enforced more

and more. And one began to see some of the preoccupation with such

matters as hair, for instance. The kotogakko student was the sloppiest

person one ever saw. If anyone thinks that American hippies looked

sloppy, he never s.aw a Japanese prewar kotogakko student. They tended

to high getta shoes, about six inches above the ground.

Q: Boy's and gir Is?

WKB: Just boy'S.

Q: Just boys?

WKB: yes. They wore a school uniform with a cap that looked a little like
American

anlaviator"s cap, and in order to be sure that they looked sufficiently

sloppy Xrom the beginning, they'd take that hat and rub dirt allover it.

And ~rOm then on I think nothing they wore was washed any more often at

lea8t than was, required to be to be bearable at all. But one of the

things which, wa.s. decreed in the Home Ministry and later reached the

students was that the long hair shQuld be cut. And gradually-....it wasn't

en:eorced rigidly immediatelY....·....gradually the students lost their shaggy

hair and came in shaven heads, which was already the style for the
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There was one member of the judo

team who sat in a chair near the door in my class who one day was late.

His seat was vacant and about halfway through, the door opened and a big,

bald-headed fellow sat down in the seat previously occupied by the judo

champion. It was the same fellow but his hair was all cut. When he

came in, the students turned and looked at him and broke out into roars

of laughter. This fellow was the last holdout against the regulation to

con~orm more closely to the then national concept about what was appro

pria,te dress-.

The students were fairly free-spirited, actually and did what they

could within the limits to maintain a period of, an atmosphere of free

dom. Nevertheles.s, there were some things in which there was never any

mediatton~ And the attitude teward theotreatmentoof the Emperor was

one in which they were consistent with the national conduct.

q~ What was their attitude towards you and their behavior in your classrooms?

And what subjects were you teaching them?

WKB.: r WaS' teaching English.. Every higher school, in addition to its Japanese

s,ta.te of language people, had one foreign teacher of English. and one

fore.ign teach.er usually of German. But in two or three cases the foreign

teacher might be French in a school which had French as the second foreign

language and in one s,chool Chinese. But the curriculum was divided into

four parts. The student might be either specializing in science or

literature. Literature was everything except science. And in foreign

languages they' could specialize in German or English, so you might have

a person specializing in literature but with English as his first language

or s~ecializing in literature with German as his first foreign language.
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The students had rather good knowledge of the written language when

they came to school. Their pronunciation was not precisely what one

might expect of people who spoke a language very well.

The first day I appeared in my first class there was written on

the blackboard, "Frese tell us your love life." And I understood later

that that was something that was hit with most foreign teachers who

came there.

Their ideas about the United States were quite interesting at that

time. One of the first questions a student asked me, I think it was

the first class, "Prease tell us about gong." His accent was such that

I didntt know what he was talking about. So after we struggled over that

l' moment, I handed him a piece of chalk and he wrote "g-a-n-g" on the

blackboard. "Please tell us about gang." On another occasion I asked

them to write a composition on what they would most like to see in the

United States or why they would most like to go to the United States.

One student said he would like to go to New York but he was afraid that

to go to New York he would have to go through Chicago, and that would be

very danger because of all of the gangsters there. One student wrote

that he would like to investigate the condition of tribes, the hoarding

o;t; gold, and the bankrupt of marriage. Their ideas of the United States

were made up to a very considerable extent of what they picked up from

the movies.. American movies were very popular.

Q: Did this include Westerns? Did they have the cowboy-Indian fantasy

about the United States?

WKB: Yes. They had that to some extent but it seemed at that time that

gangsterism was what they seemed to know most about. And I don't recall
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I haven t even thought about it. But it may be at that time, in the

mid-thirties, there was a great deal of that in American movies.

Q: Would that be the heyday of Edward G. Robinson? I'm not quite sure.

Little Caesar.

WKB: That may have been. I think maybe it was, although it may have been

just a bit early.

Q: Or Jimmy Cagney?

WKB: Yes. In any event, they were a very interesting group of people. And

I played on the basketball team with many of the students. After the

school season ended, which was around the first of March--the school

s:eason actually went from the first of April to the end of February

and we had a month vacation. The seniors didn't graduate yet. They

went clear up until summer, but the graduating members of the class had

a basketball team th,en freed of the regulations about intercollegiate

athletics. They had an independent team, and I played center on the

team for a while. I engaged in quite a number of activities with the

students, took some hikes with them. They were under the impression

that I was. quite an athletic person and I participated in some field days.

They had every year down at the harbor, which was about six miles from

Matsuyama at a place called Ichidahama, a field day on the beach which

included rowing in shells of eight. There were representatives of various

student groups,including the rowing team, and the faculty. The students

seemed to be under the impression that since I was going to row with

the faculty, that the faculty should win. It actually happened that the

faculty was an ignominious last among all the crews rowing. I had never

had an oar in my hands of that kind of rowing before.
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more tense as time went on. I left in the spring of 1939.

Q: in at

you do extensive traveling?

mentioned going Kyotoe Did

I think I've seen you described as a Shinto

expert, so I was wondering whether you made visits toalot of shrines

and temples.

WKB: Visited quite a few shrines. Once for instance Don Shively and I--Don

was then still in high school, perhaps a senior in high school--took a

bicycle trip around the Kee Peninsula, which runs from Kyoto to Nara,

to Gose, Wakayama, Fujiyamada. We visited the Isei Grand Shrine on that

tri:p ·G. That was one we made the mistake of asking the Japanese Police,

telling them that we were going. And they told us not to go. That was

1938 or 1939, I've rather forgotten now. But we were going through one

o£ the military- dis.tricts down around Wakayama. We decided we would go

anyway and we got on our 1?ic;yc;les and took off and they must certainly

have known it,and nobody ever came to say anything about that later.

There was on Shikoku a very famous shrine, the Kompura Shrine, which

ts:- the shrine of seafarers, the protective shrine of all people who went

to s:ea, in the sea. There's a Japanese song called, "Kompura

But that Kotuhira Shrine is a very famous place. I visited

that. There are shrines allover the place. It was not a difficult

thing to do in the sense that it was not hard to take because they were

most a.ttractive places. All of them were situated in groves of trees; in

the South, all Qver the country they would be in groves.

But in the South and on Shikoku also very large camphor trees and other
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trees and very in natural So it was

easy to do

I learned something about shrines at that time and I was reading

books on Japan widely and came across 'quite a few on Shinto, includ-

ing some of the writings of Daniel Holton, who was the American expert on

Shinto, and also picked up some of the rather wild books about Japanese

militaxism which were written by Westerners and included some things

'about Shinto in them, often wide of the mark or off the mark somewhat,

let's say. But I knew something about Shinto before I went back.

Q: Were you at the shrines during festival days, for example?

WB: Oh, yes. That was the natural time to go.
these

Q: And ( were just perfectly natural religious activities or celebratory

activities a.s you sa.w them then?

WKB: yes. Actually Shinto is with a person from birth all the way through

almost to death. I sa,y "a,lmost't because the shrines did not associa,te

themselves close,ly with dea,th. That was unclean and taboo, and it was

the Buddhis.t temples whLch handled funerary exercises.. But birth,

chris,tening o:t; a. sort, fes.tivals at difterent periods in the child t s

lixe, and marriage wer'e all conducted by the Shinto 8hrines. But Shinto

Was; everywhere and the kami. or the term that 1 s been translated as "gods,

di,eties, s,pi.ritsJ' and so on were in almost everything: in one 1 s self, in

trees, in stones. and in much bigger things. There's a sort of animistic

qua,li.ty' to Shinto, not too different from the shamanism of Mongolia and

Korea, some of tha.t element, but it went beyond that. There was also

mixed in, and this seems to have been, for the most part, largely added

a:t;ter 1870---1 think
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to try to buttress the position of the Imperial Family through drawing

on certain aspects of the Shinto mythology. But Shinto was ancestor

worship in a sense, not in the Confucian sense but in a certain sense.

All Japanese were considered as time went on to be descendants of the

dieties, collateral to the dieties who were the ancestors of the Imperial

Family. And it was that aspect of Shinto which was built on by the people

wh.o wanted to shape the thought of the nation by giving a particular

sanction to the idea that the Japanese nation was a single entity com

prised of Emperor and people and land, the whole country was an entity

headed oy the Emperor, who was the descendant of the sun goddess,

Am~terasu Omitami, the child of Isanagi and Isanami.

In the two ancient Japanese books, the and

there's a :passage which runs something like that: "Isanagi and Isanami,

the great male and female essence, stood on the floating bridge of

Heaven and dipped a spear into the waters below and watched the drops

fall to hecoroe the eight great islands of Japan. And then descending

with hi-s consort, Isanaroi, they went down to earth to found an ever

lasting empire. And Amaterasu Omikami sprang from the eye of Isanagi

and Amate:J:'asu was the ancestress of the Emperor Jimmu, the first emperor

o:f. Ja,pan. So the Imperial Family has descended in unbroken line from

ages eternal.~'

Q: How much would you say of your students accepted or rejected or believed

these things'?

WKB: It's rather di:f.ficult to be sure about things of that kind. Intellect

uall¥ I think 'most of them probably didn't accept it very closely.
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The story one would get after the war was over, "Of course we knew that

it was bosh." But emotionally I think they did accept a very great

part of it, and there's something very comforting, you know, to a people,

to a nation, about the concept of being a part of a much greater being,

that being the Japanese nation, of which the Emperor was a kisu kami,

living diety, living head. "And all of the others were descended from

the collateral dieties, living in a land which itself was of divine

origination." There was something which they may not intellectually

h~ve ever thought much about but which did give them a feeling of

commonality among themselves which one might overemphasize really.

It~s true about the Japanese and I think it's still true that they

have a great capacity for following a cause. No people has more capacity

than the Japanese for following a cause. One finds it even today, I

think, among such groups as the Japanese Red Army, so-called, which

would absolutely repudiate totally these pre-war

concepts.

Q,: What about the compulsory shrine visits?

WKB: In the schools?

Q: Ih the schools, yes.

WKB: All of the schools since 1911, I think was the year, were required to

make visits as schools to the shrines.

Q: This included the kotogakko level as well?

WKB: It was more the elementary schools, but there were certain days when

kotogakko s.tudents would go, not so formal. The elementary schools and

to some extent the middle schools would march to the local shrine as a
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school organization. Kotogakko did not do that in that way, although

there was some participation. This was primarily an elementary school

function.

~: What kind of a ceremony would be held at the shrines on those occasions?

WKB: The ceremonies were quite simple things really. They would present a

sacred sakaki branch. Sakaki is, I guess japonica, is the

botannical name. But it's a l~ttle green evergreen shrub, a very

a,ttractive shrub, little branches that are called the "sacred sakaki."

And they would pick those up and put them on the altar. They would go

up and toss in a few sen in the contribution box, at which time they

would take hold of the large rope that was hanging from the eaves and

jerk it and ring a bell. I'm not quite sure what the implication of

the bell ringing was and the Japanese themselves are quite vague as to

what this means. But it apparently means "summoning" the dieties to

asstst in whatever undertaking it might be. Some say it's just to

attract the attention of the dieties, not necessarily to invoke them,

and others just go up to hear the bell rattle. But that was about all.

There were no grea,t formal ceremonies. It could be in some schools that

the principal alone would pres.ent the sakaki and this usually is true.

I never tn fact saw a school where all of the students would present

their sakaki branch.

Q: Did you study Buddhism very much in that period as well?

WKB; I read quite a bit of Buddhism and I have downstairs in my library some

50 Qr 60 books on Buddhism now which I never refer to any more. But I

wanted to say one thing more about the school visitations because it's
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very' pertinent to the work we did in the occupation. The Ministry of

Home Affairs had issued an interpretation years ago, around 1917, I

think, although that·s a very hazy date in my memory, to the effect

that the schools, the shrine visitations by schools, was not a religious
a

act but was an act of patriotismL/state observance. And the Meiji Con-

stitution has in it a clause granting total religious freedom, subject

to a certain hedging, as long as it·s in the interest of the state sort

of thing. But since students in private schools were required to visit

the shrines, including Christian schools, it became necessary for them

to say, or SO it seemed, that it was not a religious act. It was a

s:tate observance. And many missionaries accepted this, but many did not

and it was. usually the fundamentalist, evangelical sects which did not

accept it. And it·s interesting that during the period of the occupation

I was visited frequently by one woman and occasionally by other mission-

a.ries who had come back to Japan denouncing this whole que,stion of shrine

visJtation a.nd request:tng a complete change in the way that things were

conducted. But to them it wa.s a religious activity and it had all of the

earmarks of religious activity, too. But according to the government, it

was' not religious activity. It was a state function.

Q.: Is' that something that was much dis;cussed when you were there by people

tha.t you knew, foreigners were not missionaries?

W!ZB; l' dontt recall that it was discussed all that much, but it certainly must

have been mentioned in my presence. I can't recall precisely, but I was

aware of this practice and of the fact that a lot of the people didn't

like it. It was most difficult, as I mentioned, for evangelical Christian

groups, not quite so difficult for the more institutionalized Protestant
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groups and accepted at face value by the Catholic church. The Catholic

church view appeared to be that since this is what the state says, we

accept that they're telling us what the facts are.

Q: When you say "Catholic," would you have in mind Jesuits or Maryknolls or

any' particular-

WKB: All of them.

Q: All of them?

WKB: All of them to the best of my knowledge. I don't know of any different

ones.

Q: Well, I am interested to hear about your return to the United States and

then what happened with the outbreak of war for us. But I wanted to pick

up again on that question about Buddhism, to what extent you observed or

became interested in Buddhism in Japan and various sects, say

Buddhism or Zen Buddhism and what was the state of the Buddhist Church

at that time prior to the war between Japan and the United States?

WKB: Buddhism was a very large institution in Japan. It had been there since

the firs:t contact with Korea, since about the 5th century, in one form

or another and had been intermixed with Shinto in those earliest years.

In fact, there existed in, oh, say the 10th century what was called

Riogu Shinto, dual aspect Shinto, in which Buddhism was looked upon by

followers of Shinto as another aspect of Shinto, or Shinto was another

aspect of Buddhism And they got along quite well, as a matter of fact.

There wa,s no conflict in the period before the government began to take

a very s.trong interest in propagating the imperial descent aspect of

Shinto for political purposes, and there were many sects of Buddhism

which differed widely in their rituals and in their attitude toward
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Most of these sects were actually transplanted to Japan from

China and some of them came into China from India that were not so

greatly changed from Indian Buddhism, changed of course as religious

organizations change through the centuries. But Shinshu, pure land

Buddhism, had less of the folk religion in it than some of the esoteric

sects of Buddhism. Within Buddhism there was a tremendous range of

activity. Some of the Buddhist sects were esoteric sects that practiced

such things as fire-walking that invoked a large variety of dieties. The

pantheon of Buddhist saints was a very full one and they covered almost

the entire gamut of religious folk activities. Shinshu, pure land, was

Jodo, was hDwever much simpler, straightforward, based on faith, and the

ritual was one which emphasized faith as the path to salvation. They

didn~t invoke demonology to the extent that some of the other sects did.

But Buddhism was in the lite of every person. The Japanese, in my

op:tni.on, have a rather secular attitude and religion is not so much a

ma.tter in the thought that most Japanese of a deeply felt ideology as it

:ts a practice, things you do on certain days and on certain occasions.

There is 80mething for everything and often these seem to be quite apart

;t;rom a pers;onal faith. It ~ s rather different, I would say, from the

relationship that zea.lous followers of a monotheistic religion have.

There was very little fanaticism in any Japane8e religion, very little

of it. There is same.

Among the sects of Buddhism, probably Nichi-Ren is the strongest

one. But with these militant Japanes.e Buddhist sects, and several of

them were very militant during the medieval period of Japanese history
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when the monks came down from Keazan to capture the government in Kyoto

or at least to scare the wits out of government officials down there.

These warring monks had very little to do with religion. Their monasteries

were sanctuaries and they were armed sanctuaries. And they were using

religion for political purposes to a very large extent.

The extent to which Nichi-Ren was following its tenets for religious

reasons and to what extent for nationalistic, patriotic, reasons is a

little difficult to tell. I feel a little hazy on some of ,these things

at this distance, since I haven't even thought about them much for 25

years or more.

Q: I was' just wondering whether you observed some Buddhis t ceremonies or-

WKB: Oh, yes, many.

Q; You did? In that period?

WKB: Yes. For instance, the Nichi-Ren Buddhists, getting back to their

nationalism. Nichi-Ren Buddhists come down the street pounding a sort

o~ tYmpanum they have, making a chanting all the way. I once heard a

Ja,panes'e housewife upstairs saying a.s a bunch of these monks went by,

l'YakamashiiJ tt Noisy. Noisy. But every New Years Day they'd go down

to the Imperta1 Palace, groups of them, chanting. The Nichi-Ren Buddhist

sect, rather interestingly, furnished many of the assassins in Japanese

his,tory. If I recall correctly, Queen Min of Korea was assassinated by

a Nichi-Ren Buddhist, leading to the events that caused the Japanese

protectorate to annex Korea. And some Japanese who have--1eaders have

been assas.sinated by Nichi-Ren Buddhist zealots. But it's difficult to

tie that into religion directly. But among the type of fanaticism that
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one sometimes thinks of in relation to Japanese excesses, came within

militant groups like the Nichi-Ren, which is a relatively recent Buddhist

sect in Japan, relatively, I think 13th century.

Q: Was there much Western fascination at that prewar point with Zen Buddhism?

WKB: No. I think the Western preoccupation, certainly the American pre

occupation with Zen Buddhism is a postwar phenomenon. It was a little

too thin, ethereal for the average American. There have been some

Americans, as I said, in the early period who were Zen students. But

the Zen conundrums were, I think, a little too obscure for most of us.

As I said, Suzuki and others became quite popular after the war.

Q: What brought you back to the United States then in 1939?

WKB; Well, I never intended to stay longer than three years. I still had my

doctoral degree to obtain which actually I had written the dissertation,

whiehwas not on the Far East at all. I'd started it before I got very

deeply' into the Far East but it was written on American relations with

the Caribbean Islands 1848-1852. But I had written my dissertation and

I st:j:ll had my generals. I came back to the University at the end of

Apr:tl? expecting to take my degree in June. I walked into the Registrar's

Q~tice and the person there expressed amazement that a person could walk

in in the middle of a term, the spring quarter, and expect to get a

degree in about six weeks. I entered into the reason for this unusual

conduct and they permitted me to graduate. So I got my degree in June

oi 1939, and that fall I went out to New Mexico State Teacher's College,

now Western New Mexico University at Silver City for a year

of the Area Studies Department, Social Studies Department they called

it. And then the next year I went back to Otterbein College, from which
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I had graduated after four years, as chairman of the History Department
the

a~/next year I became dean of the faculty at Otterbein. And I was in

that position when the war got under way.

Q: Did this come as a shock to you, Pearl Harbor?

WKB: Not especially because I had recently returned from Japan. I'd been

asked to speak at a lot of meetings around central Ohio and I could tell

that thlngs were coming to a head. And I was well aware of a lot of

writtng in th.e vein that Japan was on a collision course. Rather

ironically', Ed Reishauer' s brother, Bob Reischauer, was with a group of

students. from Princeton University in the summer of 1937..,..-

Q: ,¥'es, I believe it was 19374

WI{B+~when he came out of the hotel in Shanghai and was hit by the fragment of

a bomb from a Japanese plane that fell in front of the Ling-On Department
to me

Store~ Whatts ironi~/was that I had just read in the Asia Magazine an

article written by Bob Reischauer under the title "Japan Is On The Road

To Wa,r n This sort of thing, one could see the total picture4 I might

mention that although. we were observed a little more closely in the last

year we were, there perha,ps than we had been previously, Americans were

not bothered by anybody very much. The government had a strong campaign

against Britain and France, but they were going quite easy on the United

Sta,tes during all the period I was there e It seems fairly clear that

they hopffito gain what they wanted to gain in Asia without really taking

on the United States. So that the atmosphere was never particularly

tense for us there 4

But getting back to my work in college, I was in charge of the. . . •

END SIDE I, BEGIN SIDE II
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college under which

the government permitted students to remain in school, taking certain

courses in addition to the regular courses, and then would go into

the military service following graduation for a certain time. Students

kept dropping out and I became restless and finally responded to an ad

put out by the Navy on military government service. I went down to the

recruiting office in Celumbus, Ohio, and accepted a commission as a

lieutenant j.g.

Q: Was thi.s about 19427

WKB: That was 1943. That was in March of 1943. And then I went through three

months of naval indoctrination at Fort Schuyler where the Navy was prepar

ing people for every possible naval activity. But I was among the group

~lready earmarked for naval military government, which was a year course

of. study' at Columbia University, taught by various faculty members at

Columbia and supplemented by experts from allover the world in various

aspect~ of. military government. We had a man by the name of Van Busicum,

for inatance, from the Netherlands Colonial Service who taught us about

colonial adm:Lnistration in Indonesia. Margaret Mead's husband at a time

taught P:Ldgin English. We had an Australian and a Britisher who taught

usa,bout government in th.e Melanesia, Polynesia, and those areas which

were under British and Australian control, had been. We had an expert

on the Philippines and various others. These were all to supplement the

faculty' at Columbia. One was a little Dr. Hyde, one of the preeminent

world authorities on international law; Phillip Jessup, who later became

a member of the World Court was one of the staff. Professor Cole who

later became president of Amherst was one of the staff members.
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Claude Pepper, a kind of expert

on the Far East, was on the faculty. He wrote somewhat popularized books

on Japan.

Q: Would this be Nathaniel?

WKB: Nathaniel, yes.

Q: Nathaniel Pepper?

WKB: Nathaniel Pepper. A rather good school but it represented one of the

directions taken in American thinking about military government which

never worked out fully according to plan. As I understand it, quite

early the Army and Navy consulted together about their respective spheres

of, influence and the Navy was given the Far East except for Japan and

Korea. And the Army was given Japan and Europe, so the Army set up a

series of, schools, both language training, Savage and elsewhere, and

military government schools in Charlottesville and elsewhere. And the
had the Navy

Navy/S'chool of Military Government at Columbia,which was much more

scholarly, much more high level than the ones undertaken by the Army.

And interestingly because ittsarea was not the highly civilized, Westernized

areas which were going to be governed by the Army. But that was a full

nine monthls cours.e at Columbia, and the graduates were all to be given a

degre.e if .they had the requisite prerequisites in Master of Science and

Administration.

A lQt of the work was theoretical. We had courses in such things as

the belligerent law of occupation, all the kind of work which might be

carried out h,y very top-level people. Later on, the Navy itself became

a little disillusioned with this and set up the Naval School of Military
a good

Government at frinceton, which was supposed to b~/deal more practical
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and was a shorter term school, to which both Army and Navy personnel came.

It's interesting that after the war was over, we didn't carryon any direct

government anywhere and we hardly went into Southeast Asia. I think there

were two members of my class who went to Indonesia, working with Australians
Bahasa

there. And all the work we did in/Indonesia--we studied Indonesian or

Malay actually, Bahasa Malayo and Pidgin English and other means of com-

municatio~/were almost totally wasted on me, of course. But the courses

on international law and government and peoples and countries were quite

use£ul. And in the end most of us went to Japan, I think in one capacity

or another. Well, half went to Europe, but about half went to Japan~

both to areas where we had not expected to go, and this was the first

step up. It's my impression that more of the graduates of the Army schools

o£ military' government went into the provinces and more of the Navy people

went to Tokyo headquarters.

Q; In your cas,e what ha,ppened after the nine months at Columbia after you

got back £rom

WKB: A£ter the nine months at Columbia, our class was split. Half of it was

s:ent to England to be with SHAPE [Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers

Eurol?~/and hal:!; o£ it was destined for Paci,fic service. Some of my

classmates actually part:icipated in the landing at Okinawa, at Tarawa

and Iwo IJim~1 but some of us were detached to prepare civil information

mater:ials on the Ryukyus, Okinawa, Formosa, and the Carolines and Marianas.

For three months we did that, from about April to July or August of 1944.

Then there was, set up a new Naval School of Military Government at

pr:inceton, where courses were theoretically of a more practical value but

where we ha,d an Area Studies Division that taught about government, languages,
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people, and so on, this time in Japan and Korea largely and Formosa.

We were already shifting. We had come back from the extreme south to

~ormosa and were just leaving it and going to Japan at that stage of the

game. As I mentioned, I was head of the Area Studies Division there.

Q: Did you help plan the curriculum or it had been planned?

WIZB: No, I helped plan the Area Studies curriculum. Much of it was rather

of£-·the-cuff planning. One of the men, for instance, who was not

thoroughly qualified to do it, although he was a very good student then,

made himself fairly adept, taught a course on transportation, railroads,

rQa,ds ~ transportation s.ystems of Japan, Korea and he got into Formosa as

well.

Q; Were the students exposed to a little bit of language as well?

WKB: Yes, sort of informal. But it's interesting that by this time people

were coming back from overseas and they were some of them fairly mid-ranking

military' personnel, both Army and Nayy. On one occasion I had a class

tha.t I was teaching on Japan. A Navy captain,who was already a highly

decc>rated submarine co:mmander, acted a little shell-shook sometimes. One

day' when I was lecturing about Japan, he broke in apropos of nothing par

ticularly' but "A Hailor told me who knew Japan well,"he said. "A sailor

told me that in Japan men are without courage--no, flowers are without

scent" men are without courage, and women without virtue. That's true,

is.ntt it?" T said No, I didn't think that was true. There might be

a. ItttIe oft of truth in some parts of it, concerning the flowers, for

instance. They weren't as highly scented as some Western flowers. But

that r thought that the seaman whom he was quoting had known Japan only

at Ybkoha:ma.
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Well, I went back and reported that to the commanding officer and

I said, "I doubt that this captain is suitable material for military

government in Japan" and he was transferred. But we had many people who

were already back from fighting the Japanese in the courses at Princeton.

Then that school ended, as I recall, in April of 1944 and those of

us who were destined for Pacific duty were sent to Monterey Holding and

Staging Area as part of the Port Holding and Staging Area. And

there we spent our time studying Japanese.

Q: Were you already quiet fluent in spoken Japanese?

WKB: Not :eluent but I could speak enough to get around and my vocabulary was

much broa,der, although not as consolidated as that of students because

I had already been in contact with a lot of Japanese affairs.

Well, we were sent out to Manila immediately following the atomic

bombin8 o:e Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We went to Manila and were in Manila

:eor' a brief period and then went up to Tokyo from Manila. It's rather

interesting that some of us were selected to fly to Tokyo and some went

by ship. And those of us who were selected to fly were grounded in
others,

Okinawa for some reason and the/some of the others got to Japan before

we did. But I flew up with a group from Naha Airport to Zentsuji, not

Zentsuji, Zama. It was in about the middle of September of 1945.

Q.: Before we continue with your recruitment to the occupation and occupation

expe!"ience, I wonder if I might just ask you two questions. One of them

has to do with my colleague at the University of Maryland, Professor

Gordon Prang. Since we do have the Prang Collection at McKeldin Library,

University' of Maryland, I wonder if you would tell me about your first

a,cquaintance with Gordon Prang.
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WKB: Gordon was in the Fifth Section of the Navy School of Military Govern-

ment at Columbia. I was in the Fourth. I'd run into Gordon briefly

there, but we were assigned to the Navy School of Military Government at

Princeton where Gordon taught one of the courses in the section that I

headed~ a most enthusiastic and exuberant fellow, Gordon was.

Q: Do you remember the course that he taught?

WKB: I can"t recall precisely, but I'm sure whatever it was, he was good and

he was very popular. He would prance allover the stage, the rostrum,

and he had a commanding figure, of course, quite a popular instructor.

He came out to Japan by a different route from the one I took, landed

with. G2 Section, Intelligence, I think became on reasonably close relations
/CharlesJ

with General/Willo~ghby, the chief of G2, maybe a certain Prussian comman-

ality between the two. In any event, they were two very distinctive

characters, in the occupation.

G: Did you s.ee him from time to time through the years?

WKB: Yes, T saw him from time to time during the occupation, a great fellow.

Q: The other question has to do with the United States itself before we begin

the J'apan experience. You went through the Depression years, of course,

and then you were out in Japan in the late thirties. And I wondered if

it would be all right if I asked you about your observations of politics

back home in the United States, how you felt the LPresident Franklin D..:./

Roosevelt Adm:inis.tration, for example, was handling the problems of the

Depression and then later in the decade, how the Roosevelt Administration

w~s handling the question of the war out in Asia and the war in Europe.

By wa.r in Asia, I mean the Sino-Japanese War.

WKB: I was a supporter of Roosevelt. He did come in as a refreshing change
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the
from the stultification of the last days of/Hoover Administration. And

Hoover's been criticized for not doing a lot of things that he actually

did. There were a number of constructive measures started under Hoover,

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, for instance. But Roosevelt came in,

as I recall, was inaugurated about simultaneously with the two days after

the bank failures allover the country. And I lost my bank account at

that time. But he started things moving and it was rather encouraging

what he was doing.

When I was in Matsuyama, there were two sisters there. One was a

woman who was retired from the New Jersey State Public School System

and her sister was head of the Christian Girls' School, a very fine

school , as I remember. The retired teacher

wa,s almost malevolently anti.,...Roosevelt. Everything that Roosevelt did

wa,S wrong, and she didn't think much of Eleanor either. She was typical

of. a very large segment of. the American population of the period. People

were either f.or Roosevelt or they were against him very strongly.

Roosevelt I think didn't understand the Far East very well, didn't

know very much a.bout it, nor did most any other American for that matter.

And lIlany of. the decisions that were made during that period, whether

they were good decisions or bad de.cisions., were made, I think, in a

certa,in degree oX ignorance of what the consequences of the action or

decisionmigh,t be. ,And my own experience with people, when I began to

speak around after I returned trom Japan, and particularly after the war

broke out, was of the profundity of our ignorance., of the national ignor.,..

ance about Japan There were a few scholars who were acquainted with

Japan, but what the general public knew about Japan was minimal.
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I recall one story that was circulated in the early days of the war

which was supposed to illustrate Japanese ineptitude. And the story was

that the Japanese had somehow been able to steal from the British Admiralty

plans for a war vessel. The British knew it was going to be stolen and

they altered it a little bit. So when it came down the chutes in Japan,

it turned turtle. And I recall often the thought which was prevalent

in the period that Japanese products are all shoddy and worthless, in

poor taste, which in many instances they were, perhaps the majority of

instances. But this was a mere reflection of the Japanese understanding

of what the foreigner would buy. The Japanese term was "Yokohamo mono,"

and yokohamomono was something you'd get together to sell to a foreigner.

And i:C light bulbs. that cost a penny or two were no good or didn't last

long, inferior to the American product, they at least were a good deal

cheaper and Americans wou.ld buy them. And the Japanes.e would make what

the Americanswould buy. But there was this prevailing ignorance.

I have re:elected many times on how relatively badly, and I must

stres.s "relatively" because the whole area is an indeterminant one and

nobody ·-is terribly well prepared, but how unprepared the United States

is a.S. a nation to meet new situations, whatever they are in almost what

ever field. We deal quite well with many things, but when it comes to

dealing with events in :CQreign countries, we seem almost always to be

unprepared. And we were unprepared at the outbreak of World War II,

although this. had been brewing perhaps since 1931 or maybe since 1924,

depending on what incident you may want to select as a starting point.

And we didn't do anything, even though there were some people who could

see stor:'m clouds. We didn t t do much about it. The whole area of military
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government in a sense is a reflection of our lack of preparedness. I've

mentioned the division between the Army and the Navy, the type of prepar-

ation we had, which went through a continuing process of evolution.As

people became more perceptive, became better informed, it was easily

seen that something new was needed. But the whole area of relationships

with foreign people, beginning with our knowledge of languages, all the

way through to understanding of how people react, we do rather badly.

The American information on Viet Nam was even worse than it was on Japan.

And without going into the merits or demerits of our involvement in Viet

Nam, it', s clear that people in the highest places, including President

{Lyndon B~ Johnson, really had very little knowledge of the kind of

people they were dealing with. They knew that the French, vaguely

knew, had gone up the Red River in the 1850's or so and with a few hundred

rif;lemen had been able to take over the place. And we still to a very

considerable extent in the 1960's had the ideas which seemed to work

hack in the mi.ddle of the last century. They must have develop~d such
~0'

things as the Theory of Measured Response. You lay some special charges

of and we'll drop some bombs on Haiphong. You do this and

we'll do a little more, and you little fellows must understand that

we Can overpower you and so on. But we didn't and we didn't for many

rea,s,ons. I guess. perhaps a bigger reason for not unders tanding the

Vietnamese is we didn't understand ourselves and what the American public

would put up with without being told about it. But I'm digressing.

Q: Vifuen y'ou arrived then in Japan in September, you were still designated

"'military government?" Or did you have any idea what type of job you

would be per:Corming?
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I was still a member of the G5 section,

which was in Manila headed by General Christ, who was I think promptly

sent off to Korea when he got to Japan. And after a few days in Tokyo,

I was assigned to the new Civil Information and Education Section, headed

by General {Kenneth/ Dyke. It had been determined in the meantime that

there would be no G5. {General Douglas/ MacArthur didn't want any G5

and there were instead retained the four general staff sections and

created a sizable number of special staff sections, which would work with

the various ministries of the Japanese Government. In effect,there was

s-et up in SCAP {Supreme Commander Allied Power!!jj a section and divisions

and subsections that would correspond with similar entities in the Japanese

Government. We worked through a Central Liaison Office which was created

by the Japanese Government, mainly comprised of people in Japanese foreign

servtce, the Foreign Ministry, and which was the principal contact, I be

l;i:eve, for most of the general staff section people in MacArthur's Head

quarters but also with some of the special staff sections, and the

spectal staff, sections which worked directly with various cabinets.

But J was a,ssigned with functions in higher education to the triple

headed Educa,ti,on, Religion, and Arts. and Monuments DivisilionLofthe

Ctvil Info~mation and Education Section.

Q: Was this by chance or did somebody have a good look at your dossier and

thought that would be a good place to put you?

WKB: Oh, they knew quite a bit about us from the dossiers. I went to that

Higher Education Section and I was pulled out of that when it became

known to SCAP for the first time on about the 7th or 8th of October
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that we were expected to do something about Shinto. And looking over

his staff, I suppose General Dyke may have decided that I was the most

appropriate person to undertake that activity. So I was asked to take

over this business and I worked within that Education, Religions, Arts

and Monuments Division which was then headed by Colonel Henderson who

had been a professor at Columbia University.

Q: Oh, Harold Henderson?

WKB: Yes, Harold Henderson. And about two months, well, less than two months,

after a bit that was broken up and three divisions were created out of

that group. Religions became one division, Education became another, and

Arts, Monuments and Archives became a third division. Colonel Henderson

wa,s ta.ken out of the line of command and became a special assistant then

to General Dyke. It came as something of a surprise apparently to SCAP

that a,nything much was going to be done about Shinto. It's rather inter-

esting because there had been created in Washington the SWNCC LState-War-

Navy Coordinating Committe~/ Committee, which had worked on post-surrender,

initi.al POs.t-S.urrender policy for Japan, which incorporated ultimately some

o;e thema,terial which was in the Potsdam Declaration and some other con-

cepts that were developed within the Committee. And theIE was sent out to

the headquarters in September, that is MacArthur's Headquarters, a general
initial

_/post-surrender policy paper which didn't mention Shinto, although it had

been mentioned in a paper, I believe it was prepared by this same com-

mittee in the spring of the same year. I believe that was even before

the surrender of Germany.

Q: Perhaps it had been the Subcommittee on the Far East of SWNCC?
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WKB: It probably was. And the information came to the Headquarters in a

rather interesting way. On the 8th of October Tokyo newspapers carried

headlines that the u.s. Government was going to abolish Shinto. They

had picked up through wire services a report of a radio broadcast in

the States in which John Carter Vincent, then head of the Far East

Division of the State Department, General IJohpj Hildring and Sterling

Fisher--I think Sterling Fisher was the moderator--were carrying on a

discussion about occupation policy in Japan.

Q,: Yes, the other representative was from the Navy.

WKB: Yes. T can't recall at the moment who it was.

Q: I~1n trying to think, too.

WKB: In any' event, this was apparently intended purely for an American audience.

And JohnCa.rter Vincent said several things about Shinto in that discussion.

I think Sterling Fisher, who knew Japan quite well, asked him--he was

later the Reader's Digest representative in Japan during the occupation.

Well, Sterling asked him what the policy of the occupation was going to

be towards Shinto. And Vincent came out saying that Shinto as a religion

of the Japanese people would be permitted to stand, but it should not be

supported by the state and all militaristic and ultra-nationalistic senti

ments should be eliminated from it. So after a brief period, the Head

quarters fired off to Washington asking, "What's all this business about

Shint07" And in due course there came out a response, which was very

much repeating what John Carter Vincent apparently had said in the radio

broadcast.

So we got Shinto to deal with, and they looked around for someone

and I was selected to try to decide how we were going to handle Shinto.
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Q: So this is evidence of Washington's direction of one of the early

policies of the occupation?

WKB: Yes'.

Q: This was not something generated within MacArthur's headquarters?

WKB: No. The implementation was worked out within the Headquarters. In

fact, at the very beginning, nobody really knew precisely what that

me~nt, and that was my function to try to decide, for instance, when

Shinto as a religion might be permitted to stand and when it was

ultranationalistic and militaristic and should be exorcised. Then we

led into the Shinto directive.

Q: Were you primarily responsible for the formulation of that directive?

WKB,; Yes.

Q: That was in December?

WKB: That was December 15 of 1945, and the directive was issued to the

Japanese Government almost simultaneously with the suicide of Prince

Konoe. And it was expected--I think we read much too much into it,

some people--that there would be repercussions over the Shinto directive.

As a matter of fact, although it was reported throughout all the papers

quite freely, the headlines were the suicide of Prince Konoe, who had

been informed that he would probably be brought to trial by the Military

Crimes Commis.sion.

Q: Were you involved in extensive debates or discussions, deliberations,

priQr to putting the finishing touches on this directive?

WKB: Yes, there, were lots of discussions within, mainly within our section.

Although. various people had been expressing their ideas about this

subject, Paul Rush, who was in G2, had been an Episcopalian missionary
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Most of the American missionaries out

there except the evangelical ones were actually educators. Paul

Rush was feeling very strongly about what he considered to be the

persecutions of the Christian groups in the prewar days and during
unit

the war. A Japanese cavalry/had used one of the churches at Rukugo

University as a kind of a stable during the war, and Paul was all

exercised about this. So there was some stuff coming out of G2

about what we ought to do, from Paul Rush I think it was primarily.

But there were a lot of people in different sections who had been in

Japan bef;ore. Th_ere were several extremely good linguists among the

former missi,onaries who were working out there. The Moore brothers,

who had been in Kyushu, I think it was Lardner Moore and Bowd Moore.

I think Bowd WaS a major and Lardner was a colonel. Lardner was a

principal interpreter in the Legal Section. These people were having

some input, and there were quite a few other lawyers around arguing

certain cases. 8'0 there was quite a bit of input.

But I think in the end I was mainly influenced by what I could

find out, in addition to what I already knew, about the nature of Shinto.

And the one thing probably that was new in the Shinto directive, in the

sense that nobody had ever mentioned to me, was the express statement

that all religions should be treated equally, equality among the religions,

one which I thought perhaps General MacArthur wouldn't like--he may have

overlooked it completely or may have agreed with it. In any case, the

staf;:f; study and directive went through his office very quickly and it

was issued on the 15th of; December.
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Q: Did you have a lot of support in this from General Dyke?

WKB: Oh, yes, complete. General Dyke, I later saw him about two years, oh,

longer than that. I think it was when I was in the Embassy in Tokyo

and he came out. He said, "That was the best thing we did in the

occupation was the Shinto directive." Dyke was very much interested in

this whole area. For instance, the last full-dress meeting at Yaskuni

Shrine took place, gosh, I've forgotten precisely when, around the first

of November. At that time Admiral Suzuki had been made the chief priest

at Yaskuni Shrine, and the Emperor was to come. All of the Japanese

military appeared in their full uniforms, the top people, and we were

standing there, General Dyke, an aide of his by the name of Lawrence, I

believe, and I, all the Japanese dignitaries, when the Emperor came past

us. He saluted Dyke and Dyke, not expecting it,was so taken aback, he

just didn't do anything.

After that full ....dress enshrinement actually of war dead at Yaskuni,

we went into........the Emperor went on his way, but Dyke and I and I think

Kideo Kishimoto was with us acting as our interpreter, went into the

shrine where we sat down with Admiral Suzuki and talked, more in general

terms than anything else, about Yaskuni, about a lot of things, war in

gene:;ral., Suzuki was a moderate among the Japanese military. That was

the last occasion in which the Japanese military officers wore their

uni;t;orms, ;t;ull-dress uniforms, I think, during the occupation. But Dyke

WaS very' much interested. As a matter of fact, he wanted to know, he was

asking all sorts of questions about this and that. And he learned that

one of the principles of the imperial shrines was the koshiko dokiro which

is. in the Imperial Household. And Dyke wanted to visit the koshiko dokiro,
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to be present when the Emperor conducted a ceremony. I mentioned this

to one of the Japanese and he was horrified, just horrified. I finally

persuaded Dyke that this was a matter personal to the Emperor and his

immediate family and I really, in spite of our position, didn't think

it was very appropriate for him to go. He was, you know, he said, "Okay,"

and he didn't go. But he was very supportive. Dyke was a very bright

fellow.

Q: He lasted until when, December of 1945 or January 1946, and then Nugent

took over?·

WKB: Nugent succeeded him, and I don't recall precisely the timing now.

q: It mus:t have been after the Far Eastern Commission came to Japan because

1 have seen a memo of an interview with Dyke and the Far Eastern Commission.

WKB: That's right. I'd forgotten when the Far Eastern Commission came but I

recall that Dyke asked me to give a presentation to the Far Eastern

Commission, which I did. And I think Nugent made a presentation on the

education side of the picture. He was at that time the head of the

Education Division. He and I both had taught in similar schools in

Japan. Nugent had taught in Wakayama, I think, maybe Osaka. I think

Wa,kaya;ma.

Q: 1 did want to, in addition to hearing more about the Shinto directive,

l wanted to hear :mQre about how your unit fitted into the overall

CI&E /Civi1 Information and Educatio~/ structure and the overall CI&E

tasks, s:o:me.thing about your colleagues, something about the staff that

was under you and observations and comparisons you might have as to

Dyke and Nugent's leadership.

WKB: CT&E was formed about, after mid-September. Apparently Dyke had been
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chief of the Information and Education Section of AFPAC {Armed Forces

Pacifi~/ and headquarters of AFPAC was then--that was before SCAP was

established as such--in Yokohama. And Dyke was informed that he was to

head up a new section which would deal with information, educational

and similar matters in the Japanese Government, and this is customary,

that he should write his own bill of particulars. So he did and took

the name Civil Information and Education Section, identical with the

Army"s term except "civil" was put in front of it. And it started

out with an Information Division and that was headed by Don Brown, who

had worked on newspapers in Japan in prewar days and an Education,

Religions, and Arts and Monuments Division, headed by Colonel Henderson.

Shortly changes began to be made in the organization. The Information

Dtv:L$.ion, which had several subsections, branches, remained throughout the

period of the occupation with some brief changes. On the other side,

tn addLtion to the Education Division, that was split up and became

Education, Religions, Arts and Monuments. And there was a Research Section

also.

Don Brown headed the Information Division. He was a civilian from

the beginning, a Department of the Army civilian. There were several

mtlt,tary officers working under him who headed various branches. Then

Imboden, WilD had been editor of a Santa Barbara paper, he was a major,

became one of the best-known people out there, a very statuesque Abe

LLncoln type of fellow, who was always getting off one kind of an

aphorism or another, headed the Press Branch. And he became best-known

because he was always dealing with the press. But there quite a number

of sca,ttered people. They are the ones I remember best. Several other
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people who later joined the Foreign Service worked in that section like

Jack O'Brien, John Henderson.

Initially, I headed the Religions Division and a fellow by the

name of Howard House headed the Arts and Monuments, and he was succeeded

after a while by Sherman Lee, who has been director of the Cleveland

Museum. And Nugent became the head of the Education Division and

Henderson became a special assistant to him. Things didn't change too

much for a while. In time the Religions Branch in the Research Division

was taken out of Research and put in my organization and finally, the

whole Res.earch Division was abolished and that function was put in

my division. And Arts and Monuments was also moved in my division and

it became then the Religions and Cultural Resources Division, which was

the name actually it had for most of the period.

As time went on, I began branching out in quite a number of areas.

T helped s-upervise, for instance, actually I sat aside and watched and

made cOJ11Il1ent a,nd approved the law of dealing with the preservation of

cultural properties in Japan, naming of national treasures, setting up

how national treasures" national cultural properties, should be designated

and p:r-otected.. And I represented SCAP at SCAP Japan, general conferences

of UNESCO /Uni,ted Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organizatiog/

at Beirut in 19-48, ?aris in 1949 and Florence in 1950. That was during a

peri.od when we were having difficulty getting a peace treaty worked out

with. J!apan, primarily because the Russians were being obstreperous. And

the United States Government had a policy of trying to get Japan into the

World community through a kind of back door prior to the signing of a

treaty. We were trying to get Japan into what was conceived of as the
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least controversial parts of the United Nations like UNESCO, World Health

Organization, Food and Agricultural Organization, that type of organiza

tion.

Q: May I ask your understanding of the reasons for General Dyke's departure

and the appointment of Nugent to be head of CI&E?

WKB: I think Dyke simply left for personal preferment. He was offered a vice

presidency in CBS {Columbia Broadcasting Syste~/, which he took and he

was with CBS for a period. Apparently it didn't work out quite as well

~s he had hoped, but it was a personal financial preferment. Nugent

was the b,est qualified military officer around, and he always suffered

a l:i:ttle bit in his: relationship with other staff sections that he was

a lieutenant colonel in a group of section chiefs who were generals.

But the Marine Corps stubbornly refused to promote him for some reason

and why I can't understand particularly except that he was not in a

a marine line of duty. But Nugent was a very astute and knowledgeable

person, not terribly popular with a lot of people because he was also

a. kind of; s,trict disciplinarian. For instance, he took note once of

what he though,t to be the fact, somebody had told him that some of the

sta,f;f; 'members were coming in a little bit late, so he posted a sentry

at the front door of the NHK Building which we occupied to check off

the time people came in. At that time I had a wonderful fellow, this

was the third chief of the Arts and Monuments Branch of my division, by

the name of Plummer, Stanley Plummer, who was from the University of

Michigan and a noted archeologist. And he was the one who discovered

in Fukien Province, China, the ancient kiln produced the Tenmuku black

tea ceremony jar. Anyway, he was a real character and when he saw the
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guard posted there--my offices were on the first floor of the NHK, and

he walked past and came down and tapped on the window and got somebody

inside to open the window so he could crawl in the window when he came

into the place. And he made this a somewhat regular procedure. I

didn·t think that his being precisely on time was of sufficient moment

that I should inform the chief of section, so this went on for some

li.ttle peri.od.

Plummer was a popular lecturer; he was lecturing to one of the

occupation groups on Japanese porcelain, and he had one of these porcelain

pillows. And somebody said, "How could anybody sleep on this? How does

it work7 11 So Plummer, he was dressed in a nice suit and he was speaking

from a rather dirty platform, he put this thing down on the floor and

lay right down on the floor and showed how you could sleep or how you

could at least put your head on one of those porcelain pillows.

But I had very good rapport with Don Nugent to the extent that

afte~ I left the section, after it was abolished actually and General

IMatthew B~I Ridgway had been replaced by General Mark Clark as Commander

in Chief Far East Command when I was working in the American Embassy,

Nugent had recommended me for a distinguis'hed service citation, which

Clark's headquarters marked down to meritorious.

END OF INTERVIEW


